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(There are many reasons to learn English and those reasons stated below can be helpful to catch the
point .Put this list somewhere you can see it and will motivate you to keep going on even when you are
tired of trying to figure out the rules of this language.)

Firstly, The English language is most commonly used language among foreign language speakers.
Throughout the world when people with different languages come together they commonly use English to
communicate and anyway even though it is one of the most difficult languages in the world  people try to
learn this language.

Well, knowing English will make one bilingual and more employable in every country in the world.

Especially, in industry  the role of the English language has been important for ages and still it is kept.
Despite China, the United states is still a leader in technical innovation and economic development. English
is used in the United states and in each this field.

Moreover, English is the commonly adopted  as a second language in Germany, Norway, Sweden,

Denmark, and the Netherlands1  which causes the prosperity of the English language much faster.

In science the prosperity of this language is thriving as well which can be encouragement for people
who work in other fields doing some research and want to represent round the world by being aware of the
importance of this language. In other words, to excel science and be sure at the latest science inventions
one is supposed to be able to have enough knowledge at English.

To make people not get worried about the difficulty supposing to face while learning the language
there is something that English is based on an alphabet and  with the comparison of the Chinese English is
learned much quickly.

Furthermore, knowing English is supposed to be important for society members who are out of
science but keen on watching films and getting great pleasure in such fields as The English language is
also the language of the Film industry which means one no longer has to rely on subtitles .  Because, there
are hardly anyone that not trying to learn English and this causes even less demand for subtitles…

Without doubt, today’s thriving world literature cannot be imagined without this language. The work
written in Indian or any other languages are certainly translated  into English as not everyone is capable of
reading the work in origin language. The most popular world libraries are also  full  of  well-known
manuscripts written in English.

In other words, many of the world’s top films, books and music are published and produced in
English. Therefore, by learning English on will have access to a great wealthy of entertainment and will be
able to have a greater cultural understanding.

There is a well-known entertaining show called Eurovision context has more fans than any other
competitions of the world. In spite of the fact that  it is non sporting competition, men, women and  even the

youth are becoming fans of this competition2 . According to its previous rules only European countries are
supposed to participate in this event. But recently, as some other countries from other continents conveyed
great interest for this show, the fame of this show and the songs sung in the competition will spread
throughout the world. All the songs, expressions, regards of the competition are in English.

That’s to say, without knowing English one cannot be capable of taking part in this competition. All the



winning songs are in English and listened with great pleasure by millions of people all over the place.
However, if the song is  in another language may be allowed to participate, cannot win as people round the
world are not able to understand other infamous languages except the English language.

It is estimated that the number of people in the world that use in English to communicate on a regular

basis is 2 billion3.

Moreover, People keen on traveling around the world use  this language in order to communicate
even though their trips are  outside of  the  English speaking countries. Cause, host people  usually
understand  only the English language besides the native language.(In some cases, other famous
languages such as German, Russian, Spanish, French and etc.)

To sum up, I think, learning the English language can give more chances than another language
gives as necessity for this language is increasing dramatically almost in each field.

Not only for pleasure, travelling, being able to aware of the latest world news( most of the content

produced on the internet (50%) is in English4 so knowing English gives one opportunity to access to an
incredible amount of information which may not be otherwise available), but also for having a good career,
for better future life, being English speaker is getting much  necessary  than ever before…

1. blog.esl-languages.com

2. m.grin.com

3. Englishlive.ef.com

4. www.research-publishing.net
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